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ECB DECISION: DOES IT REALLY MATTER? 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
Following Draghi’s May press conference and other ECB comments, most observers expect 

 

1. a small rate cut  

2. a negative deposit rate 

3. some liquidity injection, possibly targeted to ease the credit crunch for SMEs at the euro periphery 

4. comments that keep hopes alive for further ECB action, including potential big asset purchases (QE) as a last resort 

 

ECONOMIC IMPACT: SMALL 

Rates are extremely low anyway, banks have ample liquidity. A 10-15bp cut in all rates and some liquidity injection will not 

change the medium-term outlook for growth and inflation in a meaningful way. The major steps to ease the credit crunch 

for small and medium-sized enterprises are to conclude the asset quality review and stress tests fast and to fix the banks that 

may need fixing. Once banks have taken these hurdles, they are in a better position to extend more loans. Targeted ECB 

incentives to step up such lending now will make little difference. 

 

MARKET IMPACT: BRIEF AND MODEST 

Markets are probably braced for the measures listed above. Recent ECB talk has already lifted equities and bonds and 

pushed down the euro by 3 cents against the dollar. It would probably take a major surprise tomorrow to get a big and last-

ing market response beyond any initial knee-jerk reaction.  

 

Serious quantitative easing could be such a surprise, boosting equities and bonds and weakening the euro by a few cents 

for a while. We consider such QE highly unlikely. 

 

A mere 10bp cut in all rates without any further initiative could be a negative surprise. Markets may then partly erase the 

moves of the last four weeks. But with the ECB having talked so much, and with a very low inflation rate of just 0.5% in 

May feeding into the ECB’s inflation outlook, the absence of any measure beyond an almost token rate cut does not look 

very likely either. 

 

Our best guess remains: Draghi will deliver, with some surprises in the details. But the ECB will not spring a dramatic sur-

prise and will not change the underlying trends in the euro economy (growth picking up modestly, inflation bottoming out, 

labour market turning up). As a result, the market impact could be brief and modest beyond whatever a first knee-jerk reac-

tion may be. 
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